cosmic forklit parts

www.cosmic‐parts.com

We are now open pictures and show prices on our website!
You are welcome to surf our website looking for the parts meet your requirements.
If you have not join our member, join us now!
*Please note that our prices are depend on the QTY,
and the prices & pictures on our website are just for references!
To get more competitive prices, please submit your enquiries directly on our website,
or email them to our sales: Sunny ycm806@ms13.hinet.net ; Katherine service@cosmic‐parts.com
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Cosmic Forklift Parts Website Membership Management
Grade

SVIP

VIP

IP

P

G

Pictures

V

V

V

V

V

Prices

V

V

V

V

V

Sizes

V

–

–

–

–

Detail description

V

–

–

–

–

OEM

V

V

V

V

V

Inquire online

V

V

V

V

V

Discount

V

V

No limited times

100 times

50 times

10 times

5 times

100 times

50 times

10 times

5 times

Limited times to log in
Limited times to inquire

No limited times
(We'll always quote for SVIP)

*G : For new customers who never have any transaction records or inquire, will have start from this grade.
(Welcome to inquire on line!)
*P : When you send us the inquiry with OEM & quantity.
After we send the offer, you can become “P”.
*IP: If you make an order, the grade will advance to “IP”, will have 50 times to log in our website.
(therefore, please make sure you don’t waste any chances to inquire)
*How to become VIP:
1. Frequency of inquiry：Times of purchasing ÷ times of inquiry
2. Rate of purchase: items you inquire and items you exactly purchase
3. Frequency of purchase: How often you buy every month and every year.
4. Total amount of the transactions
5. We’ll keep observing for 1‐2 year to see if you are eligible to be a VIP member.
6. There will be 3‐5 companies in every country to be our VIP members.
*For those who have already built up stable business relationships,
we will keep checking your purchasing record and upgrade you to our VIP members.

*How to become SVIP:
1. Take Cosmic as the first supplier choice.
Always purchase the products that we have, except for those we can’t provide.
2. Have all the conditions to be a VIP member and have good transaction records.
3. Confirm the purchasing records in Cosmic every year.
4. Pre‐evaluate how many customers you own in your country.
5. If you meet every single condition above, our supervisors will visit your company in person
and have a talk about being part of our SVIP membership (main broker agent)
6. Only 1‐2 companies in every country can be our SVIP members.
**Once you cancel your orders with unreasonable factors or stop making Cosmic as your first choice,
we will have to put you on the rank of IP from SVIP.
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Inquiry steps on Cosmic Website
Add product to my inquiry list steps as below:
1.

Click product.

2.

Chose product that you need.

3.

Click Add to my inquiry list.

The other way to add product to my inquiry list steps as below:
1. Enter parts No. or description for searching product.
2. Click Search.
3. The product will show on this page.
4. Click product you need.
5. Click Add to my inquiry list
To send your inquiry list steps as below:
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